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ABSTRACT

In spontaneous Punjabi speech model, the speech is basically non-planed and non designed, there are generally
depicted by repetitions, preservation, wrong start, half-spoken words and non-planned words, silence gap etc. In a
system of Punjabi speech detection including vocabulary, the identification needs the evaluation among the audio
signal of the utterance and the variety of utterances of the vocabulary. The primary purpose of the research paper is
to build the automatic spontaneous speech recognition system for the Punjabi language.  The Punjabi speech system
is trained and tested by the voice of different male and female speakers and GUI for spontaneous Punjabi live
speech system also has been developed. The performance analysis of the speech system is measured by using live
speech method. The recognition accuracy for Punjabi speech sentences is 91.17% and 85.38% for different Punjabi
words. The sphinx framework and java programming language are used to develop an automatic spontaneous
Punjabi live speech model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is the method of mapping a sound waveform into a text and situates
of words which is alike to the sequence being communicated by the verbal words. [1] Presently, there have
been numerous of ASR products available. However, a lot of problems still present in real-world ASR
applications. The identification correctness of a machine is, in the majority, distant from that of a human
listener, and its presentation would debase noticeably with little variation of dialogue indications or talking
surroundings. Some of the works have been performed in the area of isolated, connected word, continuous
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Figure 1: Automatic Speech Recognition [6] System for Punjabi Language
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speech recognition system for the Punjabi language. But spontaneous speech recognition for the Punjabi
language [6, 7] is still a challenge for the researcher due to the recognition accuracy of the speech.

To construct a general purpose Spontaneous speech recognizer for the Punjabi Language, a large quantity
of Punjabi data is required. So before starting to build an acoustic model for spontaneous Punjabi speech,
we need to prepare the Punjabi speech corpus.

1.1. Feature Extraction Techniques

In automatic spontaneous Punjabi speech recognition system, it is general to extort a set of features from
dialogue signal. Categorization is accepted out on the set of features as an alternative of the language
indicators themselves. The feature extraction phase seeks out to offer a dense demonstration of the speech
waveform. Feature extraction, by MFCC, is the well-known method used for feature extraction. CMUSphinx
utilizes Mel-cepstrum MFCC features through sound following and spectral subtraction for noise lessening.
There is a variety of MFCC [4, 5] which is different by numeral factors, but not actually dissimilar for
correctness. The selection of the numeral of MFCCs to comprise in automatic speech recognition system is
widely experimental. In practice, the best possible amount of coefficients depends on the number of the
training corpus, the particulars of the training method, the numeral of Gaussian mixtures in the HMMs, the
speaker and surroundings disturbance distinctiveness, and every so often accessible computing assets.

1.2. Building a Spontaneous Speech Modeling for Punjabi language

The objective of the research is to fully develop the Punjabi speech database for Spontaneous Punjabi
speech recognition system. In order to perform these objectives, the work distributed into several phases.

1.2.1. Training Requirements for Spontaneous Punjabi Speech

Speech identification [1] performs on the basis of anyone speech reveals distinctiveness are exclusive to a
dissimilar narrator. The signal through training data and testing data session can be deeply dissimilar due to
many factors such as person accent vary with time, due to the health stipulation (e.g. the speaker has a
cough), different rate of speaking and also acoustically and linguistically disturbance and variation recording
surroundings via microphone or telephone.

Table 1
Punjabi Speech Training Requirement process

Figure 2:  Feature extraction Scheme [12]
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The list of configurations files is required to build for building an Acoustic model [8] for Spontaneous
Punjabi speech. First, we need to train all the below-mentioned files for the training and decoding purpose.
For building acoustic model for the Punjabi language, the designing of etc folder and sphinx configuration
files, and for this purpose, we need to create following files 

• PunjabiSpeech_db.dictionary – for Punjabi language Phonetic lexicon

• PunjabiSpeech_database.phone – Phone set file (individual sound units)

• PunjabiSpeech_database.lm.DMP - Language model for Decoding purpose

• PunjabiSpeech_database.filler - List of fillers (for rejected sound and silence gap)

• PunjabiSpeech_database_training.fileids - List of training files ( path of wav file)

• PunjabiSpeech_database_training.transcription - Transcription for training ( text conversion of the
wav file)

• PunjabiSpeech_database_testing.fileids - List of files for testing (wav File)

• PunjabiSpeech_database_testing.transcription - Transcription for testing

— Wav for Recording

Male_Speaker_1.wav

Test_1.wav - Recording of Punjabi speech sound

Female_Speaker_2.wav

Test_2.wav - Recording of Punjabi speech sound

Speaker_n.wav

Test_n.wav - Recording of Punjabi speech sound

1.2.2. Structure of Punjabi Phone File

Sounds of lexis in a speech [13] are typically collected at a place of resonances, i.e. phones, which might be
measured as sub-word units. The Punjabi phone file depicts each individual resonance unit which is required
in the Punjabi dictionary for creating of words and sentences for the purpose of speech.

Table 2
Structure of the Phone
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1.2.3. Structure of Dictionary file for Punjabi Corpus

A Punjabi language [15] dictionary file, in which every word plans to a series of audio units to obtain the
series of audio units connected with every signal. The Punjabi dictionary files always contain a distinctive
entry and arranged consequently. The Punjabi dictionary offers articulations for lexis originate in the Language
Model. The articulations shatter words into series of sub-word components found in the Punjabi acoustic
model. Sphinx-4 presently offers developments of the dictionary interface to maintain the CMU speaking
dictionary [5]. The Punjabi words dictionary looks like as:

Table 3
Structure of the Dictionary File

1.2.4. Filler Dictionary

Filler dictionary (Punjabi Speech_database. filler) includes filler phones [14] (not covered by linguistic
model non-linguistic sounds like breathe, hmm or laugh, Aaa). It can enclose presently silences.

1.2.5. Transcript and Fields File

 A transcript [14] is required to signify what the presenters are saying in the acoustic file. So in a case, the
conversation of the speaker renowned accurately the equal specific mode it has been traced, with silence
tag (starting tag <s>, ending tag </s>), go after by the file id which signifies the speech. The transcription
file is the text conversion of the wave file and Filed file is the path of the same wave file. The followings are
the transcription and field file of the research work.
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2. DECODING FOR THE SPONTANEOUS PUNJABI
SPEECH MODEL

The language model is used for the decoding purpose. The language model [3] is usually a N-gram model
in which the possibility of every word is trained only on its N – 1 predecessors. Language model allocates
a possibility to a series of m words by means of a possibility allocation. To model it we can use a regular
grammar. The language model, lmp extension file, depicts the possibility, likelihood in use when a series or
compilation of words is observed [4]. This in order is used to restrain explore and as an effect considerably
get better detection correctness. The language model file is simple text.

[Step 1] Input the Punjabi words data sets

[Step 2] To run the cmu command instruction and create the Punjabi vocab File

[Step 3] Finally language model will be used for decoding the given Punjabi dataset for recognition

Figure 5, completely demonstrate that once compilation the spontaneous Punjabi speech System, the
recognition accuracy for words are 85.39% and sentences are 91.17% of the given Punjabi dataset. Out of
691 sentences, 61 sentences and out of 2115 words, 309 words are failed while recognition. So sentences
error rate are 8.8% and words error rate are 14.6%.

Figures 3: Transcription file-I

Figures 4: Transcription file-II
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Figure 5: Results of Punjabi corpus decoding

3. GUI FOR SPONTANEOUS PUNJABI LIVE SPEECH MODEL

Finally, the GUI of spontaneous Punjabi speech model has been constructed using Java programming. The
spontaneous Punjabi speech model has two distinct options for identification of Punjabi speech. At first,
we have live speech test option and another we can use browse option to explore the path of the wave file.

Figure 6: GUI for spontaneous Punjabi speech model

Figure 8: Output of the speech model through browse button

Figure 7: Output of the Punjabi live speech model
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4. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

The recognition accuracy [7] and the speed are the criteria for evaluating the optimality of the Punjabi live
speech model. Recognition Accuracy is calculated by how many words and sentences are failed during
decoding. And performance can be degraded by certain parameters such as:

a) Different speaking style

b) Different accents & Dialect

c) Poor speaker condition

d) Pronunciation issue

e) Noise while recording speech

On the basis of the Punjabi corpus, table 4 shows the performance analysis of the automatic Spontaneous
Punjabi Speech model. Here we can see that the performance analysis on the basis of the recognition
accuracy of the correct Punjabi sentences and words.

Table 4
Result Analysis

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The primary aim of the research work is to build a speaker independent automatic spontaneous speech recognition
system for Punjabi language corpus. So the ultimate objective was to focus on the actual research work done in
the area of spontaneous speech recognition system. For the implementation of the research paper, the sphinx
framework and java programming language have been used. The purpose of the research work is to improve the
recognition accuracy and to reduce the sentence and word error rate. The Punjabi speech model is trained and
tested by different male and female speakers. The GUI also has been created for Spontaneous Punjabi live
speech model for recognizing the speech at runtime environment. In the future, the Punjabi speech model will be
trained by more speakers and more Punjabi vocabulary will be added. The focus will be shifting towards, for
improve the recognition rate of the Punjabi speech and faster decoding of the speech.
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